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Maximizing Health, Well-being and Safety with 

UnitedHealthcare Global’s 
Expatriate Insurance 



Global Insurance

Our single-source, globally integrated solutions deliver optimized outcomes, safeguarding 
the health, well-being and safety of expatriate employees, wherever assignments take them.

Protect expatriate employees from a broad spectrum of risks 
by integrating multiple assistance and risk capabilities with 
comprehensive health care coverage. 

Seamless, globally integrated  
program for expatriate members1

Better able to do 
the work they 

need to do

Better cared forBetter informed

2 Reimagine your business with UnitedHealthcare Global

1  Integrated programs are provided in addition to the full 
range of UnitedHealthcare Global Expatriate Insurance 
benefits and can be selected separately.
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Better protected
Avoid incidents and prepare employees for a successful assignment with 
our range of comprehensive assistance, evacuation, medical coverage  
and real time intelligence tools.
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• Detailed health care intelligence by destination

• Recommended and required immunizations

• UnitedHealthcare Global-approved medical facilities

• Medical translation tools, and more

Medical Intelligence Reports

• Integrated security intelligence database and
comprehensive risk management resource

• Real-time analysis and information on
countries and major cities around the globe

World Watch®

Real-time, global safety and security intelligence including:

• Event Notification: Notification of a breaking event,
via email, text or phone call

• Global Monitoring: Verified incident alert and
analysis customized to client locations

• Evacuation Notification: Escalated alerts by
location evaluating necessity for evacuation
and triggering UnitedHealthcare Global-funded
Evacuation programs

Intelligence Alerts

• Comprehensive benefit plan options

•  Immediate, personalized assistance 24/7
and one dedicated, toll-free, multilingual help line

• Global clinical expertise

Global Insurance

•  Prevention, intervention, and rapid response
solutions to support members while on assignments

•  Support with outbound communications and
provision of on-the-ground support, whenever
it is needed

•  Worldwide medical and dental referrals

•  Emergency medical evacuation and
transportation after stabilization

•  Repatriation of children

•  Transportation to join a hospitalized member

Medical Assistance 
& Evacuation
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Better able to do the work they need to do
Foster a culture of health and productivity with support and services that promote 
well-being, reduce stress and make life easier for employees while they are away.

• Replacement of lost or stolen travel documents

• Emergency travel arrangements

• Transfer of funds

• Legal referrals

• Language services

• Message transmittals

Concierge assistance

• Multi-lingual health risk survey identifies individual
health risks and supports positive changes

• Tailored solutions to inform, educate and promote
a healthy culture

Health risk assessment

• Multiple resources and reports tailored to
members’ specific needs

• Training solutions to manage stress and
enhance resilience

• Self-help programs and health calculators

Online and telephonic 
wellness tools
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Extended protection*

Protect your employees from a broader spectrum of safety and security risks 
with an additional blanket of duty-of-care solutions wherever they go. 
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• Evacuation from a safe departure point to
the nearest safe haven or directly to member’s
home country

• Airline and hotel reservations inclusive
of other travel services for members

Natural Disaster

• Evacuation from a safe departure point
to nearest safe haven or directly to member’s
home country

• Support and advice until evacuation
becomes viable or the emergency security
situation has passed

Security Evacuation

• Tools for administrators to track and
communicate with members around the world

• Tailored search mechanisms to pinpoint
travelers’ locations, send crucial information
based on destination and identify travelers by
mode of transportation

Travel Security Manager® 
(TSM)

* 1.  At additional cost for custom and other plans not 
included in the Global Insurance 2-25 pre-priced plans.

2.  Extended protection is included as standard in Global 
Insurance 2-25 pre-priced plans. Contact your sales 
representative for details.
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The UnitedHealthcare Global Difference
UnitedHealthcare Global is the only single-source provider of health 
coverage, access to care, assistance, risk, and medical care delivery 
in the global employee benefits and services market. 

Our globally integrated solutions ensure end-to-end oversight, 
delivering optimized outcomes, enhanced well-being and greater 
assignment success.

• Intelligently designed Expatriate Insurance capabilities

• Built to work together

• Empowering positive health, safety, and optimized outcomes

• Reducing risks associated with transitioning services between multiple suppliers
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80%
of travelers believe their 
organizations have a legal 
obligation to protect  
them abroad.
(Source: Global Business Travel Association)



Talk to a representative and reimagine your business with 

UnitedHealthcare Global’s 
Expatriate Insurance 
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